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Dear Sir / Madam,
Axum Bohemia, a company established in 2000 in Czech Republic,
specialises in original glass processing particularly fused glass. In
gastronomy, it is known as table glass or glass for buffet systems.
Axum Bohemia’s new range of products includes risers with LED
lights which can be connected with glass boards and step display to
enhance the Buffet presentation.
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Please look through our newsletter to find the beautiful new way of
displaying buffet items provided by Axum Bohemia.
A modern twist on a traditional concept.

FUSING - NEW SPIRIT OF GLASS
The secret behind the success and original design of products from AXUM Bohemia is called
FUSING. Fusing consists in glass fusing and shaping.
It is a technology that is used in both the large-scale manufacture of products to be used in
gastronomic services and also in the production of unique interior accessories. The fusing
technique enables one to manufacture nearly any kind of object made of glass, and the customer
is limited only by his or her imagination.
Health safety - Exclusively non-toxic colors are used for the products. They are lead and cadmium
free. It means no lead and no cadmium are leaching into the food after heating.

Color resistance -The colors (except No. 36 gold and 37 silver) are burnt into the glass and
therefore absolutely dishwasher resistant. They do not flake during dishwashing. The colors are
acid resistant as well and do not fade or blur under 5% citric acid attack.

Scratch resistance - Our glass withstands scratches of 52% on the Rockwell Herness scale or of
6 on the Mohs scale from steel cutlery (Cr/Ni plated).
Heat resistance - The glass can be heated in grill or salamander up to 120°C. Direct contact
with the heating elements can cause breaking the glass. Thermal shocks can break the glass as
well.
Microwave resistance - The products are microwave resistant.

Original colour & design - The method enables one to produce such shapes and colour
combinations unobtainable with other technologies of glass processing and decoration (sand
blasting, etching, painting, adhesive bonding, engraving, cutting, etc.).
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Possibility to produce specially designed products in small quantities(e.g. customers
exclusive collections). -Nowadays Axum bohemia produces on 11 kilns - it is a necessary
production base for cooperation with huge worldwide distributors, but on the other hand the fuse
technology allows delivering specially designed products in small quantities too.
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Durability - The material - glass - is an inert substance and therefore all types of products intended
for use in gastronomic services as well as utility and decorative glass objects are fully resistant to
wear in automatic dishwashers, and are compatible with microwave ovens.
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The original design and successful marketing policy of Axum Bohemia has made fusing technology
one of the commonly used methods of glass processing. Axum's originally stained and shaped
glass is not just attractive but excels in terms of durability and health safety . Serve a starter, a
main course or a delicious dessert, and let your guests enjoy the experience!
We will be glad to assist if you have any queries. We look forward to your valuable response.
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